
Artist	  Bios	  
	  

Thursday 13th  

Christine Kwon is the Managing Director of the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival, where 
she is a senior film curator. She is also the producer of feature-length documentary Breathin': The Eddy Zheng 
Story, and is the creator/writer of the comedy series Nice Girls Crew. 

Christine Kwon curates 8pm @ Oddball Cinema. 

Friday 14th @ Rec Center Studios 

Dark Beach is about feminisim and wymin's rights in general. Get it, girl 
Burnt Palms we're excited to have these folks to be apart of Ladyfest They love to perfrom with other female 
musicians and inspire the younger generation. 
Endemics. They are awesome. PERIOD. Their actions match their words. These folks perfromed at this 
years Think and Die Thinking and bottomline the best queer dance party, Ships in the Night. Fuck yes, Endemics! 

Female Trouble plays boisterous, "cheerleader-with-a-tire iron" brat rock, and along with Farfisa, guitar, drums 
and bass, there is ample shouting, clapping, and singing to complete our '60s pajama party vibe. 
Strawberry Jam Fres-yes! Our homegirls, Strawberry Jam are a queer body postive riot girl band from Fresno. 
Strawberry Jam is active in the Fresno DIY scene, hosting touring bands and bottomlining punk shows out of an 
epic Anarchist Infoshop. 

Ruby Mountain Is a solo electro QPOC artist, Occupy Oakland Activist. 

Le Panique has perfromed at Ladyfest Inland Empire 

Saturday 15th 6:30pm  Rriot @ Blackhole Cinema 

Shani Heckman leads Shanestar Productions, a DIY / Gorilla-style production company that focuses on social 
justice themed films and videos. See America's Most Unwanted, a short documentary about queer foster youth, 
and Wrong Bathroom, which blends humor with formal interviews to expose the battle for entry into gender 
specific restroom spaces for those who don’t fit into the cookie-cutter silhouettes outside the door. 

Samuel Shanahoy is the Australian director of Skate Bitches, a short DIY film inspired by the 1986 Danny 
Plotnick film Skate Witches. 

Gentry McShane's Riot Ghoul: Sisterhood's Not Dead is a comedy/horror, a romance, and 
most importantly is a coming out story becuase coming out can be 
really fucking scary. 

Estelle Ulanday Davis is the director of Cover My Head: Open my Heart in which a dreadlocked cyclist takes 
matters in their own hands in an act of self-reliance and creates the perfect fit. 

perfect fit. 

8:00 @ ABCO Art Space 



Believe  Aja and Kim Trailz (Ex No Babies/Melting Wreck) merged forces earlier this summer in beautiful West 
Oakland. They owned Titwrench Fest in Denver and we're proud have our friends co-headline Bay Area 
Ladyfest. 

Violent Vickie Inspired by riot grrrl and electronic music, Vickie started writing songs in 2003. She toured with 
Hanin Elias of Atari Teenage Riot. Perfromed at Hoodstock/Occupy Oakland and Ladyfest Texas. <3 

Aima the Dreamer As a freestyle rapper, poet, singer and versatile MC, Aima the Dreamer brings her array of 
talents and influences to the masses. 

Double Duchess Krylon Superstar, with roots in NYC and Berlin has graced the stage for years with various 
performance art stylings in addition to singing and performing with bands. davO has been a touring musician and 
vocalist based on the east coast, while also has been producing and Djing for the last 8 years.  davO & Kryon met 
each other in San Francisco over 3 years ago and began creating music immediately. Together they make Campy 
Electro-hop as Double Duchess. 

San Cha "A womyn's spirit is constantly being degraded, materialized and pushed 
aside. It's great that there is a space where she is celebrated. It 
also open up dialogue where we can all talk about what it means to be 
a womyn in this country through our creations and ideas. These are the 
types of conversations that I fuel me." 

mikO Tolliver is an electro-pop singer-songwriter and guitarist from California. Her music style delivers straight 
vocals over a backdrop of guitar riffs and synth sounds, driving rhythms and experimental breaks. 

MICAH TRON  They caught our eyes at Ships in The Night Oakland. Micha Tron is an ORIGINAL Hip Hop artist 
who has graced the stages of popular venues such as Supper Club, Club Six, and Yerba Buena Center of the Arts. 
She represents the young and talented independent female artist, but most importantly, the queer. 

KALLISTO Multifaceted to the fuckin T! Kallisto is a witch house queer rapper from San Francisco. Her motto is 
Ride-or-Die! 

 TWERKER BEEZ BB and YB (Ex No Babies) are a queer anarcho-feminist duo. They're vegans and militant! 
Twerker Beez is anarcho harsh femme noise band from Oakland. All about glitter and twerking. 

FAT TRANSFER There is so much to be said about Fat Transfer. They are the embodiment of multiplicity. Fat 
Transfers use creative use of just one voice can take you away to another land. 

Introducing Sakari! This radical kid is only 2 years old! Sakari is a Bay Area ladyfest organizer. They're all about 
Occupy Oakland, Homes-Not-Jails and direct action. 

Sunday 16th @ Sub-mission 

The Galloping Sea is a bay area queer band. They are a loud moody ambitious rock quartet featuring great 
harmonies and a punk rock trumpeteer. Fast and loose music nerd girls who welcome angst, beauty and joy, they 
create layered textured catchy songs influenced by 19th century romanticism, existentialist teen novels and horses 
on fire in that one French flick.  With roots in queercore, circus acts and post modern feminism, our performances 
are part shoegazingfreakout and part introspective-dance-party. 

Feline Bureau QPOC "noisician" is bringing the harsh noise for Bay Area Ladyfest. Their take on Ladyfest "This 
seems like the kind of place where I can not only bring vibrators, but an amplifier to optimize output." 



Gnarwhal and the Sheeps Bay Area band Gnarwhal and the Sheeps, featuring 5 people from 4 cities, all brought 
together through the internship program at Bay Area Girls Rock Camp. 

Janina Angel Bath has been involved with the feminist community for years and have participated in Ladyfest 
events in Chicago and Olympia. We love to give a huge Thank You to Janina, they helped the Ladyfest Crew with 
securing ABCO Art Space! xoxo 

Heathurzz Bay Area Ladyfest Organizer (Ya'll better reconize) town biz harsh noise trillwave feminist. Their music 
is all about fisting, bathsalts and anything goes. Special split set with Naomi Punk on tour from Seattle. 

Sunday 17th Workshops & Vendors @ in the works 

San Francisco FNB is a string of autonomous groups that meet weekly to cook reclaimed food and share it for free 
to anyone who is hungry. FNB also shares food at a variety of political actions and community events as a means 
of bringing people together to enjoy each other over a home cooked meal 

  

	  


